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Dealinq With Activists

Universities Discipline
Response to activism varies at
different universitie::; in the United States.
Recently, at UNM, three students who demonstrated against
the presence of NROTC on campus, were suspended for the remainder of the academic year by
the administration. After considerable controversy over the question of whethet· "due process'' had
been violated, the admini1'1tration
withdrew the suspensions. The
students still must go before
Student Standards on the charge

that they disrupted the normal
function of a class.
"Others Less Severe"
Student activism at the University of Maryland (UM), College Park, hal'! been handled
less severely. The first protest
group demonstrated against racial
discrimination at a bowling alley
near the University in 1960. The
UM administration refused a
charter to the group so they could
not have any meetings using University facilities.
"Not Volatile"
Activism at UM "has never been

•

Different Ways

as volatile as at other universities
and has been met by an unresponsive or overreacting administration,'' said Bob Wishart in an
article in the Oct. 29, 1968 issue of
the UM newspaper, "The Diamondback."
Numerous demonstrations by
diff~rent groups have been staged
at UM over the past eight years
since the first protest.
The activism issue "came to a
head in December when, for three
straight days, Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) memhers picketed a Marine recruiting ·

table in the Student Union lobby,"
said Wishart.
He said SDS demonstrated against Dow Chemical Co., "delibhibited carrying signs in the
Union that spring. They also
staged "an illegal :rally with megal sound equipment" at the sam-a
time the UM President Wilson H.
Elkins gave his annual convocation address.
The disciplinary action for all
of SDS's protesting was proba;
tion for one year and reprimand
for 14 members of the group.
The following year both SDS

and a UM campus chapter of the
Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE) demonstrated against
the AdJninistration after they did
not respond to a list of demands
on racial issues at f;he University.
A group of black students marched onto the floor of the fieldhouse
and SDS gave Elkins a ''kazoo
fanfare" at his annual convocation address, said the "Diamondback" article.
Neither group was punished in
any way for their protest actions.
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Richard M. Nixon Wins" ~lection
Final Winning Margins
From

l:xtremism, Sex Conflict Related
Political extremism may be related to childhood sexual conflicts
said two political scientists, Arnold Rogow, City University of

Want Ads
FOR RENT
APT. FOR RENT-$75 plus utilities. Good
condition. Living rm, Kitchen, 1 bcdrr:n
and bath. 242-9068, 243-6107, 298-0113
or see at 131 H!ll"Vl!.rd SE Apt. 3, mornings ..

FOR SALE
1954. .l'ON'l'IAC HEARSE, 55,000 mil.,,
New Motor, wheels, bucket seats, t.ncb.,
sbiftEr .. recent paint job, radio,. comvletc
records kept on nll expenses. $1200 inVOllted sell far ~660 =b or trnde. 115 ll
Hnrvard SE.
68 RENAULT R-10. 17,92.5 netual mil..,,
AM:-FM-SW radio, Jikc new condition, 3036 'r!liles per gnllon, exe~>llent tiws. Have
company ear, must ~ell. Cnll 344-1261.
1958 AUSTIN HEALY. ll""t offer over
$375, Needs minor body work. Ed Reddig Enco Station ""ross !rotll llataan
Hospital,
1966 SUZUKI TRAIL. $225. l'hone 256-

1997 after {; p,m,
GOOcc INDIAN Single 1958. 500cc AJS
Single 1956. lle!t ofl'er--115 D Harvard
SE before 4 p.m.
LIKE NEW Concord 700 Stereo Tape Recorder. Beautlftll wood cabinet & speakers. $150. can 277-2377.

SERVICES
WILL DO TYl'ING at my home. can 8980GBB.

JIELP WANTED
LARGE FIRM. an Ul!e 2 male undergraduates in advertising & SAles department.
$2.5& per hr. average. Car required. 299·
~365, 2 to 4 p.m. only.
HISCELLANl!:OUB
WANTED: P"rtable tape r~rder and
tapes, for clams kclurm. Cheap (') but
zturdY. can 268-2139 ""enlnp or coma
b;v LOBO office. 1. WJogJav.
RUSH AVlATlON CENTER.lnstrmnentCommerclal·Private
Grollild
Sohool
clasoes. can 256-3756 ol' 298-1978.
'"HARRY, NOON AND NIGHT ia aabookilig play, e:ven for me, and I'm not
....,~~y ahoclced. But I've felt a growing
sense of e0'111I11ibnent to n.. truth,
IBtrenltth or!gfnanty and erafbmlanahlp
and 1 lOOk forWard to nnd....tandlng
what ita al 1abo1lt by opening nlgbt."Crawl'ord lWu:Callnm, Old Town Studio.
Box Oflke 242-(602. Porlormances Novmlber l-3, 7-11) at 8:00.
I'ERSONALS

New York, and Harold L. Lasswell of the Yale Law School in a
recent study.
Tenative conclusions reached by
the two men indicate that leftwingers are permissive toward
sex, while right-wingers are
"anti-permissive'' said Rogow.
He said the study was based
on 42 case histories, "Personality
on an unconcious level has reacted
against restraints on sexual behavior and this leads to a revolt
against the status quo.,'' said
Rogow.
Increased Activity
The result is increased political
activity and a desire for change
on the part of a person with leftwing tendencies, the study indicates.
Rogow said that rlght-wingers
have early .sexual ideas "internalized," creating guilt feelings. He
thus identifies with the source of
restraint.

Policy Changes
On Ticket Sale
Th~ UNM Popular Entertainment Committee has changed its ·
policy concerning the sale of
block sections for the Simon and
Garfunkel concert in the UNM
Arena Nov. 24.
Block sections may now be ptn'chased for any group of any size.
No reservations will be taken for
block sections prior to the Nov.
11 date of ticket l:!ale. All tickets
for a block section mmt be purchased at one time. For every two
tickets in a block section at least
one student ID must be shown at
time of purchase •

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

"Moderates" in the world of
politics ''have come to terms with
their conflicts and have them under control," said Rogow.
Rogow believes that America
is producing a majority of rightwing personalities mainly because
of the "puritan background that
holds sex to be sinful.
Dangerous Trend
The trend toward extremism
is dangerous because "the trend
now is to 'do your thing.' With
some people this means painting
or playing the guitar, but with
others it means shooting people
or burning down a university,"
said Rogow.
He said that sexual conflicts

during childhood may not be the
cause of violence, but that they
are aspects in its development.
The study was done under a
Ford Foundation grant to the
Center for Advanced Study of Behavioral Sciences at Stanford
University.
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From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving

the Insurance Needs

U Directory
Jim Dines, ASUNM president,
has announced that 1968-69 student directories will be available
no later than Nov. 15. They will
be available at the Alpha Phi
Omega cloak room in the lobby of
the Union.

of College Men

and Women
Fidelity Union life

I
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IMAGINATIVE
GIFTS; PRICED
FOR STUDENTS

OP DIGITS
HAPI COATS
MOROCCAN GIMBRIS
(in all sizes)
STAR FLOWERS
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Richard M. Nixon

HUNG BANGE.RS

California, Illinois

Compiled From UPI Wire
Richard M. Nixo.n was the indicated winner of the 1968 presidential election early today, with near
complete results available from the
crucial swing states of lllinois and
Missouri.
Nixon had, without those states,
261 electoral votes, based on near
complete results from around the nation.
In lllinois, Nixon's campaign manager admitted that Republicans were
withholding ballots from DuPage
County to offset possible Democratic
withholding in populous Cook County, Mayor Richard Daley's fiefodm.
illinois' 26 electoral votes were declared Nixon's at 8:34a.m. by NBC's
election analysis. Even if Nixon did
not win Tilinois, Missouri's 12 electoral votes could put him over the
top. In Missouri, with 175,000 ab-

sentee ballots still to be counted,
Nixon could easily overcome Humphrey's 5 to 6,000 vote lead, and thus
doubly ensure his election as the
37th President of the United States.
In the popular vote, Nixon and
Humphrey ran almost even throughout the night in the count by the National Election Service. But it was a
see-saw contest for the electoral
votes allotted to the states on a basis
of one for each of its members of the
House and Senate. Nixon had nearly
a 190,000 vote lead early today.
After Nixon had taken an early
lead, Humphrey moved ahead by
winning such prizes as New York
with its largest bloc of electoral
votes, 43; Pennsylvania wiJ;h 29,
Michigan with 21 ; Massac:msetts
with 14, and then President John~
son's home state of Texas with 25.
Teeter-Totter Events
· Typi:f;ying t;he teete:r.--trott;e;r:- events

Chavez Concedes To Incumbent

of the night was Maryland where
Humphrey emerged :in front bJ~
19,000 votes when the voting machine tabulation was completed. But
there were 85,000 absentee ballote
which will not be counted until
in the House.
Thursday, continuing the uncertainNew Mexicans also voted in favor
ty over the state's 10 electoral votes
of a call for a Constitutional Convention. The Convention would try to until then.
Except for Texas, Humphrey was
r~amp the state's 56-year old conshut out in the once solidly Demostitution.
In the national election, New cratic South. Nixon and Wallace
Mexico's four electoral votes went each carried five states. Humphrey
to Richard Nixon. Nixon won the trailed in third place in Tennessee,
state with more than 50 per cent of Georgia, South Carolina and North
Carolina.
the popular vote.
Humphrey appeared to beMfit
across the eountry from mas~ive
support in Negro communities. The
GOP had hoped to rebound in those
areas from its miserable showing of
1964 when Barry M. Goldwater
polled only about six: per cent of the
Negro votes.
For Humphrey, the close race reHouse
presented an almost incredible comeDemocrats Republican back for a candidate whose chances
183
229
Elected
were rated near zero after the di8
15
Leading
sastrous Democratic national con·
191
244
NewHouse
vention at Chicago in late August.
188
247
Present
Humphrey Pulled Up
Democrats have won four RepubHe moved up fast in the final days
lican seats and Republieans have
of
the campaign-perhaps because
won seven Democratic seats thus far
in the House. Democrats have al- of President Johnson's announce}
ready won the 218 seats necessary ment of a bombing halt in VietNam,
perhaps because his party slowly
for control of the House.
The gubernatorial standings nation- pulled itself back together.
Exeept for Humphrey's home
wide are as follows:
state of Minnesota, Nixon swept the
Democrats Republican Midwestern farm belt and the Moun12
'1
Elected
tain States as he did in 1960 when
1
1
Leading
be lost the presidency to John F.
18
11
Holdovers
:Kennedy.
31
19
1'otal
If Nixon squeaks through to vic-.
26
24
Present
tory in one of the closest presidential
elections in American history, he
New Mexico Governor David
Cargo has won re-election by a nar- will confront a congress controlled
(Continued on P8-ge 3)
row margin.

Cargo Wins Gubernatorial Race
"Saturday afternoon
isn't nearly as tough
as Saturday night~

Democrat Fabian Chavez has con- Republican Louise Bundy.
New Mexico's first black legislator
ceded the gubernatorial race to incumbent Republican Gov. David F. was elected in Bernalillo county's
ninth district. Lenton Malry, aDemCargo.
Cargo defeated Chavez by over ocrat, defeated Republican incum3000 votes. Cargo plans to meet with bent Ed Dunne and will hold a seat
state legislators to discuss what he in the state legislature.
Democrats gained one seat in the
feels are the major problems facing
New Mexico. He lists the major is- House out of 18 seats in question in
sues as finanees, government reor- Bernalillo county. Republicans and
Democrats now hold nine seats each
ganization, and education.
Lujan Defeats' Morris
In other state election results, Republican Congressional candidate
Manuel Lujan defeated Democratic
incumbent Tom Mortis. Early returns gave Lujan 76,916 votes, and
Morris 67,457.
Democrats have retained control
Lujan attributed his victory to
his winning margin in Bernalillo of both houses of Congress despite
county. There has not been a Repub- a general Republican trend throughlican from New Mexico in the U.S. out the nation.
House of Representatives since
Early this morning a UPI count
showed the following voting trends:
1930.
Republican Ed Foreman, from
Senate
Las Cruces, defeated Rep. E. S.
DeiTJ,ocrats :Republicans
Johnny Walker in the congressional
7
15
race in southern New Mexico. All Elected
1
1
but 28 districts had reported when Leading
Holdovers
40
26
unofficial returns gave Foreman
New Total
58
42
68,516 votes, and Walker 66,345.
Present
63
37
Walker Not Surprised
A total of 51 seats are necessary
Walker said he was not completely for control.
surprised by the outcome. He felt
The figures indicate that RepubNew Mexico would go Republican.
licans have won six Democratic
In the Attorney General's race,
seats in the new Congress, while
Democrat James D. Maloney defeatthe Democrats have won two Reed Republican Tom Olear. Maloney
l)Ublican seats so far. in the election.
will succeed Boston Witt in that
Democrat.s also have a majority
office.
In the race for Secretary of State, in the House. The current results
Ernestine Evans was re-elected over ate:

Democrats Keep Control

0

Pssst ... Hey Buddy.
Yer ol' Man need a ballpoint? How about a good
cook-book fer yer dear
Mudder? Maybe yer Bird
needs some Nylons?
Throw in a genuwine
Clairol Makeup Kit1 and
maybe she'll give yez a big
kiss. Be nice to yer friends
and even yersel£. Come to
Associated Students
Bookstore Nov. 7. I can
get yez a good price.
Tell em A.O. sent ya.

We keepwami~gyou to be careful how you use Hai Karates
After Shave and Cologne. We even put instructions
on self-defense in every package. But your varsity
sweater and best silk ties can still gettom to
shreds. That's why you'll want to wear our nearly
indestructible Hai Karate lounging Jacket when
you wear Hai Karate Regular
or Oriental Ume. Just tell
us your size (s,m,l) and
send one empty Hai Karate
carton, with $4 (check or
money order), for each
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket
to: Hai Karate, P. 0. Box 41A,
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10056. That way,
if someone gives you some
Hai Karate1 you can be a
JiHie less careful how you use il

u
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S.llkl for 11- pradi(oJr rip-prooF

HalK_.. ....... Jadm.

Allow 6 w1111lco for delivery, Offer !llq!inls Apd! t, 19!!9. If your f;,~-:nile slot$ i• i11111porarlly out of IW !Wale, bMp Ultiltjl.

Of Both National 1-louses
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ROBERT BURTON
Editor-in-Chief

WAYNE CIPDIO
Managing Editor

Box 20,. University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Betna

Th• New Mexl~o Lobo is publis,.ed
daily every regular week of tho ll!live,.,.
sity year by the Board of $tudent Publications of the Associated Studonts of
the University of New Me~tico, and is not
fi~ane!ally associated with UNM. Printed
· by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rote is $5
for the academic year.
Tho opinions oxpr~ssod on tho editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is tJ.at
of tho editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of th11 Associated Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico_.

Flow In Harmony
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Such teachers could be 'conditioned' - just as students are
'conditioned' to raise their hands
before speaking, or to come to
class on time-to respond to student concerns. Imagine the teacher looking at tl1e receding backs
of 10 or 15 of his best students
with whom he has refused to talk
on issues of their· concern. Does
anyone want to bet that he would
not get the point? (Shollld the
teacher complain of 'disruptive'
behavior, I said, students could
plead a call of nature, and what
teacher could say then nay?)
I hope these statements clarify
what The Lobo article muddled.
I really am concerned about responsible, contextual reporting,
and about invilvement of students
in issues that impinge on their
lives a,nd with fostering meaning~
ful dialogue between teachers and
students. In fact, after the press
conference on the mall today, I
made some statements about involvement in general. Imagine my
surprise when the KOB 6 o'clock
news report included pictures of
me allegedly speaking at the press
conference, and calling me "another left wing student" who,
they alleged spoke "on behalf of
Allen Cooper.'' This isn't exactly
responsible reporting. (1) I clearly identified myself as a graduate
student and teaching assistant in
the Department of Sociology.
(This, l guess, is what KOB's reported transposed into "another
left wing student.'') (2) Allen
Cooper appeared on the same
news broadcast, as did Russell
and Wright, and Cooper was
clearly doing his own talking.
(Perhaps KOB's reporter nidn't
believe his own eyes and ears?)
I did mention Allen's suggestion
that I read a newspaper article
to the students on the mall after
the press conference - an article
pointing out the perils of noninvolvement - but this was not
specifically co n c e r n e d with
Cooper, the other suspended students, nor even the suspension
issue. In general, the article and
what I had to say after I read it,
urged caring about what happens
to one's fellow man-be he Catho·
lie, hippy, Jew, "student leader",
black power advocate or WHATEVER - and displaying one's

Grant Harvey

concern in a responsible manner.
I do care when I hear students
complain that they fear involvement because of the possibility of
negative sanctions. I do care when
students can't talk, or feel they
can't talk, with faculty members
about thingS that concero them.
If these concerns make me "another left wing student", then I
guess I'll wear that label proudly,
no matter what was implied in
the KOB epithet and in spite of
the misreporting that tagged me
with it. I speak here in my own
behalf.
Mary Riege

cmirad

STAFF

Grace Arnett
Sarah Laidlaw
George Campbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPrade,
Pat McGraw, John Miloglav, Anne 0 1 Brien, Shannon
Robinson, Scott Scmdlin, Sandra Schauer, Susan Smith
Susan Craig
Mike Algiers, Sam Hepford, Pat Trujillo
Bob Baldwin, Tony Louderbough, Wayne Parks, Richard
Stejskol, Bob Lager
Richard Pfaff ·
Richard McDoi1a1d
David Baldridge, Chock Ramsey, Chuck Reynolds
Ishmael Walaitis
David Baker

\,
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•oo you think we peaked too soon •••!'

The Editor:
AGGIES NEED HELP
To The Editor:
As you know, the recently completed investigation of the Colilm~
bia University disturbances lays
much of the blame. for the riota
on Columbia's administration.
The administration of New Mex-ico State University has appar~
ently not learned from Columbia's
example, as is evidenced by their
treatment of student dissent here.
Here are a few examples:
In June 1968 a group of moder..
ate students, calling themselves
Students for the Improvement of
Education (SIE), was formed
here. They intended to work
through channels, abhorred vio~
1ence, and had absolutely no con~
nection with SDS, which is a
dirty word at NMSU. Their policies included the abolishment 1>f
mandatory :ROTC and the speaker
ban and modification of existing
"in loco parentis" rules. After
four months, the administration
still has not recognized the group,
and has forbidden the group from
advertising its existence in any
way. Obviously the administration hopes that SIE will disband.
One administrator was reported
to have said that certain univermty policies are sacrO'Sanct, and
that any organization which. advocated the modification of these
policies should not be allowed to
exist within the university. So
much for SIE.
In September, an underground
newspaper was formed here, since
the official campus newspaper was
not allowed to inform the students of the magnitude of the
administration's restrictive policies. The newspaper never re-

'

'

Declared Evident Winner

Richard M. Nixon Victorious

Bema Is 'li8ned guest editorial opinion, not necessarllt rellectinK the vieWB Q! The Lobo.

Tuesday evening, at the students' meeting to discuss the 'due
process' issue :re the suspensions
of students Cooper, Russell and
Wright, I spoke a few words, and
some of these were "quoted", more
or less in an article in The Lobo,
although I was identified only as
a "teaching assistant." Unfortunately, insufficient context was
provided and enough of what I
said was omitted that the sense
of -my remarks was quite lost.
I'd like to clarify what it was all
about.
I was responding specifically
against the suggested taking over
of University buildings to "show
contempt" for the UNM vice
presidents' decision in the ease of
Cooper, Russell, and Wright. The
thrust of what I had to say was
that the suggested action was personally repugnant to me, that I
thought it was an entirely inappropriate idea, and that there certainly were better ways for stu•
dents to involve themselves in
issues, without resorting to what
I consider foolish (to put it mildly) behavior like taking over campus buildings, Involvement and
calling attention to issues, I said,
is quite possible without even
breaking rules. Giving a trivial
example, I said that if students
and teachers cared about having
" the ban on smoking in classrooms
Iiited, they could simply step outside the classroom to smoke thus complying with the no smoking rule, but also creating some
'havoc by following the letter of
the rule. The havoc would certainly come to the attention of
the "authorities" and a movement
.for change wonld be underway.
Several students then asked me
for other ideas about ways to display involvement without break; ing rules. In response, l suggested
that in cases where students felt
there was little or no response to
their reasonable requests for dialogue with their teachers, they
might use the no-penalty-for-cutting-classes :;ituation. If students
:really believe that they are the
University, I said, and if they
give a damn about meaningful
dialogue With the faculty, then
to cut (whether by not coming at
all or by leaving in the middle of)
classes of professors who refuse·
tct vl!er from, or postpone, the
11 plarned lesson for the day"
wollld be effective peact!ful demon~
stration of their disapproval.

.

Letters 11re w•lcome, and should
be no longer than 21i0 words typewritten, double spaced. Nam .. tele-

phone number IU!d 11ddMs mll!Jt be
Included. although name will be
withheld upon :request.

sorted to slander, and it repeatedly stated that it bad no intention
of creating violence at NMSU;
it merely wanted to make NMSU
more habitable.
The administration's :response
was immediate-the campus police were ordered to apprehend
those in charge of the paper, so
that they could be suitably pun·ished. Since that time, plainclothesmen, who surely have more
important things to do, have
been working :fall time on the
case. Persons caught distributing
the newspaper have been taken
to the police station and questioned for up to three hours. Two
students have been threatened
with suspension.
What disturbs us is this-the
administration of NMSU has
clearly been trying to :restrict the
basic Constitutional freedoms of
speech and of the press on campus. They have their police
searching for those in charge of
the newspaper, and will surely
suspend those students whom
they do find, The news media,
which should be :reporting these
problems at NMSU, have been
silent. Perhaps you didn't know
what was taking place here. Now
you know.
The NMA&M Conscience
-0MIDSHIPMAN SPEAKS
To The Editor:
As a member of the UNM Reserve Officer Training Corp!!
(NROTC) battalion, (I do not officially represent its thought) I
am disappointed that each mid·
shipman has received from batta·
lion officials a tnimeographed copy
of an 11rticle on the Students :for
Democratic Society (SDS) (Read•
er's Digest, Oct. 68) which portrayed all SDS members as com·
munists (We-will-bury-you type)
and or anarchists.
The article advocated that "Students and faculty must support
prompt action to maintain campus
peace." Having received no other
word from the ROTC leaders
whom I respect, I dislike the implication (however slight) that we
midshipmen should be in favor of
the suspension of the three ''clearly identifiable ROTC demonstrators.''
UNM would be losing three intelligent leaders, the type needed
to stimulate a little thought on
campus.
I am definitely not for the disruption of the educational p:roeess,
but I do not believe education
comes from the expression of one
type ·of opinion.
l am sad that Radical Rusl1
tried a method t>f demonstration

of opinions that polarized and hindered the possibility of dialogue
with mutual respect between
ROTC and Radical Rush membe:ra.
I am sorry that :ROTC morale
must be kept up by putting everyone -of an opposing opinion into
one category and then comdemning them as an-American, undemocratic, communist; anarchist,
or unresponsible, ill-informed,
lazy, or "just out to get attention." I believe this manner of
thinking has stunted education
more than all SDS demonstrations put together.
Midn. James Funk
-{}-

TYRANNY AND DISSENT
To The Editor:
The chaplains whose signatures
appear below commend the university administration for its
maturity in being willing to reconsider the process by which
three students charged for violation of university regulations
shall be handled.
Although the :former stand of
the administration wail a legitimate option to them under present policy, their willingness to
take another duly constituted
route to insure a more satisfactory hearing on charges made is
to be commended. Perhaps in the
future the route now to be fol·
lowed will become the policy of
the administration, It seems more
equitable.
As chaplains of the Christian
faith, let it also be understood
that we in no way commend the
act of the students charged. There
is a differt!nce between tyrrany
and dissent.
To ask for the protection of a
society while you interrupt another's right to pa:rti<lipate in that
society in a- way with which you
disagree, is contrary to the very
premise of the gospels.
Man has the right o:t individual
dissent but he has no right to
force his personal dissent on
others. This is tyranny.
It is interesting that most of
our conversation of late bas not
been on the event under charge
but rather the process of rendering a decision on the infraction.
This concern for }lrocess reflects
a deeper feeling :from many on
the net!d for educational reform.
This concern :for refornJ. has now
come to the surface. To this con·
cern and for its implementation
we lend our support.
William E. Crews
Richard L. Elliott
Fr. James Barnett
Fr. :Maurice P. Johnston
Richard Bright
Rev. Dal Madden
Bro. Emmanuel

(Continued from page 1)
by the opposition party, Democrats retained control of both
chambers of Congress, losing part
of their comfortable majority in
the Senate but holding onto most
of their edge in the house.
The GOP gained seats in th!l
Senate but failed to gain control
and fell far short of their goal of
a 30-seat pickup to give them control of the house,
Democ~ats Control Senate
With some races still unsettled,
the indicated lineup in the Sen-

ate was 58 Democrats and 42
Republicans, representing a Republican gain of nve seats. Only
34 of the 100 Senate seats were
at stake this year.
In the house, where all 435
seats were at stake, the indicated
lineup was 245 Democrats to 190
Republicans, a Republican gain of
only two seats.
Goldwater, the 1964 presidentin! nominee, was returned to the
Senate from Arizona, where he
won the seat held by retiring
Democratic Sen. Carl Hayden.
Republican candidates made

Mirage Orders
Deadline Today
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This is the last day for Mirage
subscriptions, said Richard Pfaff,
business supervisor for news publications at UNM, noting that
3,500 subscriptions have already
been sold.
Subscriptions and pictures for
The Mirage will be sold for $2.00
today in the Union from 8 a.m. to
8 p.m.
Mirage is looking for student
contributions of photographs of
campus life. Unusual and creative
photographs are also wanted. The
picture, with the name and phone
number of the person submitting
it on the back may be taken to
the Mirage office in the Journalism Building.
Organization con t r a c t s :for
pages are due by Nov. 15; and
they should be taking action photographs throughout the year for
Mirage.
There will be color pictures in
Mirage this year, said Mike Tru·
jillo, editor of Mirage. The deadline for student color photographs
is Dec. 7.
The contest for a Mirage cover
design is continuing, said Trujillo,
There is a $25 prize. The cover
design must be 9:lC11 or proportional. The entries are due by
Nov. 15.

Attorney Seeks

W atch-ln Facts
By GAY COOK
Staff Writer
People who can give an accurate account of what transpired on
Zimmerman Field, October 22,
during the NROTC "watch-in"
are requested by Dan McKinnon,
attoroey for the :re-instated students, to go to room 231-B of the
Union Wednesday, Nov. 6, between 2-3 p.m.
McKinnon said that he is requesting witnesses to give statements "in order to find out what
happened.'' He added that there
are "many versions" of what
transpired and that he is attempting to establish the truth.
Larry Russell, a re-instated student said that accurate statements from witnesses could be
important as :far as the outcome
of the case is concerned.

,•
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UNM Debaters
Capture Meets

Announcemenlll by
the UNM community will be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-bour deadline
is in effect.

Country Barn
Fried Chi_cken Special
Every Wednesday 5 p.m. to Midnight
2 pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY49c
No Limit On Orders
Eat in our large dining room
or take it home

Sunday, Nov. 10
Delta Sigma Pi/Alpha Kappa Psi :roothall game; Pli'Ying field enst of Johnson
Gym; 1 :30 p.m.
Sunday Night Movie; "To Kill A Mock·
ing~bird·" Union Thenter; 6 p:,m., 9 P·pl•
Mountain Club; ChimneY hike; call Ke1th
Wrolstan f<>r info. at 247-1711, ext. 2351.
Molmtain C)ub; Three Gun CanYOn-Em·
budito hike; call Milo Conrad for info. at
298-2989; meet at We;tcrn Skies; 9 a.m.

Look for the Yellow Roof

2400 Central SE across from campus
Extra parking in rear

IMAGINATIVE
GIFTS; PRICED
FOR STUDENTS

OP DIGITS
HAPI COATS
MOROCCAN GIMBRIS
(in all sizes)
STAR FLOWERS
BUNG BANGERS

A UNM debate team of Wally
Melendres and Nick Noeding won
five of six debates in the senior
d i vi s i o n of the University of
Southern California-Loyola University (Los Angeles) fall debate
tournament Friday and Saturday.
Meleudres and Noeding defeated California State College at
Hayward, Loyola University,_ the
University of Nevada, the·Umversity of Washington and Angelo
State College of Texas. They were
ddeated by Redlands University.

All Wool
PONCH01S
%OFF
With This Ad

2218 Ce11tral S.E.
Phone 242-2018

Gifts. Potter_)',

'

'!'AMAHA SALES

4724 Menaul Blvd. N.E. Phone255.0237

Don't Forget
Today is the last day for MIRAGE PICTURES
A SOc late fee will be charged
Coat or Sweater and Tie- In the S.U.B.
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

~
rill"'

their best showing in races for
governorships, where they already
outnumbered Democrats by a
margin of 26 to 24. Twenty-one
of these statehouse power bases
were at stake in Tuesday's·voting.
The GOP won governorships
now held by Democrats in New
Hampshire, Vermont,. Delaware,
Indiana and Iowa.
.
Democrat Frank Licht unseated Gov. John Chaffee, trying for
his fourth term in Rhode Island.
In Montana, Atty. Gen. Forest
H. Anderson defeated Republican
Gov. Tim Babcock.

Calling U
Wednesday, Nov. 6
Wednesday Night Dance; with The Rotten Apples; Union Ballroom; S p.m. to 10
p.m.
Thursday, Nov. '1
NROTC Complicity Statement Stunent
Me,.tinn:: Union Ballroom; 8 u.m.
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra under
dh;ection o£ Jose lturbi; Popejoy Hall;
.. UNM Accounting Association; Union
F~>eulty Lounge, 7 :45 p.m.
.
uln the Public Interest." Discussion With
Dr. Harry Stumpf of the Political Sdenee
Department and three graduate students
on student participation in faculty ntTn.ira.
KUNM 9p.m.
Friday, Nov. 8
Student :Rights Discll5sion on Vagrancy
Charges; City Attorney and ACLU LaWYer
wlll hold question/answer period; Union
Ballroom; 12 :30 p.m.
Friday Night Movie; "Women in the
Dunes;.. Union Theater; 7 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 9
Saturday Night Movie; "To Kill A
Mocking-bird;'' Union Theater; 7 p.m., 10
p.m.

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS
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SweatsMrts, i "$hiit~0 J@J(k@t~
Reduced Up to 50%
Fashion Nylons 75( pr.

12

POSTERS $1.25

Buy Glidewriter and Get This Pen Free

New fun way
to write:
The Gliderlter.M.
from Sheaffer:.

right
write
at the
right
price.
$

TwinWelh.M
Glideriter 49¢

ClAIROl

COLLEGE SAMPLER
A Special Introductory Offer ... Just For Co-Eds I

Soft Stroke

A KIT OF 6 FACE-MAKERS
SPECIALLY SHADE SELECTED

Pen Only
30c

Sheaffer
cartridge
pen. The
smoothflowing pen
with 7tree
refills-so
you'll never
be at a

The TwinWell Glideriter
~ . pen carries its own double
~
mk supply, and recharges
-d.
itself continuously. When
,-4! capped, the tip automaticall~
,/~ draws ink from the reserve ~;.:";;:))
.:-(':.
well. Available with
-~'
black, red or green ink.

Just for BLONDES
Just for BRUNETTES
Just for REDHEADS

loss

gsH~~

Sheaffer's new

SOFT-BLUSH* DUO-

SOFT STROKEn'

Blush! Sculpt! Shimmer!

Pen
only

SABLE-SOFT COMPLEXION
BRUSH 4 LIP COLORS-

Cartridge
Glideriter $1.00

Campus lip-looks galore!

writing

A refillable slimline style
that comes with a spare Skrip® ink
cartridge. The sharp Fineline® tip puts down
a line with an ease and smoothness you never got from
a ballpoint. The Cartridge Glideriter pen. Get hold of

• Oriented fiber tip
• Special new ink
formula

t,;.

• Smart, sophisticated
styling
• Black, blue, red or
green ink
W. A.. !IUEA.FFER
PEH COMP.AK1'

A

textron I

SHE'AfFERq)

:i'

:iu
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BOOKS!
Sartr<>: EXISTENTIALISM AND HUMAN
EMOTIONS. The hart af Sartre's philosophy-that man Is personally responsible
for what he does.
Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00
THE GUIDE TO LEGAL GAMBLING by
Harland B. Adams. A fascinating, auther.tic picture of legal gambling in the
United States.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale $1.98
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE: The Complete
Works. All that Shakspeare ever wrote.
1100 pages, with ribbon book-mark.
Specie) Impart $2.98

MODERN ART MOVEMENTS. By Trewin
Copplestane. With 54 Fuii.Color Plates.
· Special Import $2.98
WOMAN'S OWN BOOK OF CASSEROLE
COOKERY. By Jane Beaton. Meat, Fish,
Vegetables, Poultry,
Special Import $3.98

PICASSO. By Keith Sullen. A magnificent
volume of 4B FULL COLOR reproductionS
of Picasso's mmt repre!entative paintings.
Special Import $2.98

One Million Words. HUTCf:!INSON'S
NEW 20TH CENTURY ENCYCLOPEDIA, 4th edition. Ed. by E. M. Horsley. A thoroughly coordinated and
reliable reference work, over 1,000
pictures, over 1,000 pages, over
1,500 illustrations, over 19,000 articles.
Pub. at $9.95
Sale $5.98

.

150,000 References. CHAMBER'S lWENTlETH CENTURY DICTIONARY. Many
more words, mare references, more llefinitions, than any other dictionary of camparable price.
Safe $2.98
Pub. at $5.50
VElASQUEZ: ..CB COlOR PlATES. Sy Philip Troutman. Every stage and facet of
Velasquez's renowned coreer. 54 plates,
48 in FULL COLOR.
Special Import $2.98

FOLK ART
OF ME'XlCO

MICHELANGELO, By Nicholas Wadley.
55 FULL COLOR PLATES, plus o 3-page
fold..,ut reproduction of the SISTINE
CHAPEL ceiling.
Special Impart $2.98
TIA VICTORIA'S SPANISH KITCHEN. By
Victoria Serra. ·contains hundreds of
recipes for the finest Spanish traditional
home cooking.
Sale $2.98
Pub. at $5.95

BOOKS!

REMBRANDT-48 paintings in Full Calor.
Intra. and notes by Trewin Capplestone.
Special lrnport $2.98

·

THE BROKEN WINGS: Tender :story of
Gibran's lave for Selma Karamy.
Sale $1.00
TREASURY OF PHILOSOPHY. By D. D.
Runes. Over 1.300 pages c:overing the
whole span of recorded phil03ophical
thought and Writing.
i'ub. at $10.00
Sale $3.9B

"

'
"9;,
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MEXICAN ART: From the White God
t<> Orozco. By Justina Fernandez.
Twenty centuries of Mexican Art. 66
Illustrations. English text.
Special Import $2.98

THE PIAYERS •. Football - The Gteat
Ptos & How They Play. By Tex Maule.
135 photos, mostly oction shots, 33 ln
color.
Pub. at $15.00
Sale $5.98

THE PROCESSION: An intimate portrait
of the world famous author of "The
Prophet!'
Pub. at $275
Sola $1.00
GOYA. By Bernard Myers. A royal road
of excellent text and brilliant, full calor
are reprodudioru. 49 plates in FULL
COLOR.
Special Import $2.98
DEGAS. By Phoebe Pool. 48 Paintings in
Full Calor.
Special. Import $2.98
AUBREY BEARDSLEY DRAWINGS.
Only volume available with the B
Priopean illustrations for lysistrata and
the Suppressed Satyric !rowing•.
Pub. at $10.00
Solo $3.98

JAPANESE ART. By Raymond ohnes. 4B
FUlL COLOR reproductions of more than
60 masterpeces.
Special Import $2.98

INFORMATION. 1,000 pages jam-packed
with signiflcont articles, c:ountlcss charts,
maps and tables.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale .99

KAETHE KOLLWITZ DRAWINGS. By
Herbert Brittner. A handsome art book
-150 drawings by the greatest woman artist of all lime.
Pub. at $10.00
Sale $5.98

Louis Auchindoss - THE EMBEZZLER.
Sconlalous and pulsating novel of a
Wall St. manipulator's act of betrayal
that brought down the delicotely balanced
otructure of the Stock Exchange.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale .99

~
·~BESTOf ~

ENJOY EUROPE BY CAR. By William J.
Dunn. Indispensable guide to 18 countries.
Pub. at $5.00
Sale .99

BEARDSLEY

Dream World - KANDINSKY - 48 Full
Color Plates. By F. Whitford. Traces Kandinsky's artistic development.
Special Import $2.98
BOTTICElll. By Bellina Wada. An eloquent testimony to one of the giants of
the Renaiuance.
Spec:ol Import $2.98

FOR & de Gaulle- HOSTILE AlliES. By
Milton Viorst. Close-up, eyeball-to-eyeball account of the bitter duel between
two giants of the 20th Century.
Pub. at $6.95
Sale $1.98

U.S. BOOK OF FACTS, STATISTICS &
Scribner HANDBOOK OF ENGLISH. By
A. H. Marckwardr & F. G. Cassidy. Excel·
lent reference guil<> to correr.t usage and
expression.
Pub. at $3.95
Sale .99

OlD JULES COUNTRY: A Selection from
tho Works , of Marl Sandoz. Generous
sampling of the non-fiction writings of one
of our most inspired interpreters of the
American Wed,
Pub. at $4.95
Sale .99
MODERN SEX TECHNIQUES. By R. Street.
A frank discussion of ·sexual pracllces,
presenting detailed Instructions for achieving mutual satisfaction and offering
straightforward information on basic
principles and techniques. I II us.
Pub. at $3.95
Sale $1.98
THE IDEA OF EUROPE. By Denis de
Rougemont, Magnificent anthology spanning 2,000 yearsl
Sale .99
Pub. at $8.95

Was HE James Bond? THE LIFE OF IAN
FLEMING. By John Pcanon. Describes his
personality, loves, travels, friendships,
adventures and careers.
Pub. at $6.95
Sale .99

RECORDS!

ENGINEERING- An Anthology of Writings. Ed. by S, Rapport & H. Wright. 21
non-technical articles. Brings to life some
of the most dramatic and significant
achievements in the history of engineering,
Including automation and space flight.
Ill us.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale .99

UNUSUALLY
LARGE
SELECTION

THE OSWALD AFFAIR-An Examine·
tion of the Warren Report. By leo
Sauvage. Over 400 pages of detailed
probing into the glaring contradictions ond omissions. Photos.
i'ub, ot $6.95
Sole .99
LIFE AROUND US. By Frit:z-Martin Engel.
Everything that grows, crawls, blossoms,
runs, ligs or burrows is examined in minute detail.
Pub. at $6.95
Sale .99
THE THINKING DOG'S MAN. By Ted Patrick, Wildly funny summons to the dogs
of the world to overihrow their mediocre
"masters.'' With biting drawings, and a
leiter of approval from John Steinbeck.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale .99

JAZZ
CLASSICAL

POP
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(More fun than a barrel
of ballpoints.)

one. Also in blue, black, red aod gmen ink.
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Chickens Defeat: Law School;
Win Independent: Le~~~;L.l~~J:

p~ydirt ~ve plays l~terh as Re~ attempted to run out the clock,
hit end Jim Thomas m t e prom
hich showed 1:23 to play.
ised land from five .yard~ o~t on w But spunky little Russo raised
a fourth and goal SituatiOn rom
,
brows and some
that point. Thomas '!lade the y;ab evev;!e; 8 e!.~en he ran right
V:hile o~ ~is knees m a supp lca- fh~ough everyone on a quarte~bve pos1bo~.
.
back draw from the 13, and 1t
Shifty Jim ran right up t~e
19 7 Russo hit Marsh for
gut with the PAT, a~d t e ~~s last . oint of the day.
Carey's had a 13-7 lead, with less t If th PPikes can get by Mossthan four minutes to play.
t~'s afternoon and this
The Chicks will now stand by
Law School was forced ~o res.ort man to\e an excell~nt possibiliand watch today's Pi Kappa to the long bomb at thts pomt, seem;rida 's championship game
Alpha-Mossman tilt and play the and saw its hopes dashed on an tyh,
y t be a thriller. Both
winner on Friday for the all- offensive pass interference call on s apes ub o '
nd the Pikes
school championship.
its end against super-talented Mother bfrey/ :Cving the ball
Law School, a 7-0 victor over Chick saf~e~an Bob _Ma:sh, w?o :~~ ~~~~n: pooints on good days.
MCC earlier in the season, suffer- is a combmat10n of Ritchie Petit- S t
rrow's Lobo for Moser's
ed from a sluggish offense ~nd bon, Cornell Green, and Moms c::cko;r~diction and scouting recouldn't capitali:<~e on any scormg MaMbloetyh.er Carey took over on port on the title tilt.
opportunities, except for one,
throughout the afternoon. The
Law 'school also suffered from
bad manners, as they seemed to
feel that officiating lost the game
for them.
The Chickens drove 59 yards
in seven plays for their first sco~e,
midway · through an otherWISe
scoreless first half. The TD came
on a 22 yard flip from Russo to
R~a, who made a nice move at the
t"ight to fake out a defender and
amble into the end zone. An attempted run for the PAT came
up short of the goal line.
The remainder of the half was
run out by the Law S~hool o.n ~he
ground and air and mtermiSSIOn
came with the score at 6-0.
The second half began with
both teams carrying out unsuccessful drives until Law School
capitalized on an unsuccessful
faked punt attempt by the Chicks
and took over possession of the
ball on the MCC 21 yard stripe.
Three plays later the barristers
had their only score of the game,
a 10 yard shifty scamper around
left end by Richard Reidy. Duke
Thornton found Wayne Smith ~11
alone in the end zone for the pomt
after, and the lawyers had a 7-6
lead which appeared to be sufficient for a short period of time.
The Chickens wouldn't be denied and moved right down the
fieid on a 60-yard scoring drive
in seven plays, highlighted by a
45 yard bomb from little lefty
Russo to Racy Rea, who galloped
to the Law School 13.
The Chicks, despite a fine goal
line stand by the barristers, found

'

Mother Carey Rambles

Mother Carey's Chickens drubbed Law School, 20-7, Tuesday
afternoon, to take the Independent League intramural football
championship and advance to the
all-school final Friday afternoon.

'Back-Of-Week'
For Art Malone
Fleet Arizona State fullback
Art Malone is a good football
player. And to prove it, the 2_0year-old junior from Eloy, Ar1~.
has been named Western Athletic
Conference offensive back of the
week.
Malone who is counted on to fill
' great
the shoes' of last years
mini-£ u 11 b a c k Max Anderso~,

From Coast to Coast
the leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College .MeR

picked up three touchdowns m

and Women

Fidelity Union Life

.,'
'
,.··I

'I
'. iI

by ROBERT L SHORT

;l

Charlie Brown, Snoopy,
Lucy, Linus, and Schroeder
dramatize new parables to
fit our times.
Cloth, $4.95 1 Paper, $1.95

last Saturday's 63-28 win over
New Mexico.
Gains A Lot
But he did something more
than score touchdowns. He rushed for 239 yards in 29 carries to
establish a new WAC single game
rushing mark set a week earlier
by UNM's David Bookert.
Bookert incidentally, came out
on the sh~rt end of his expected
offensive duel with Malone as he
was sidelined with a badly sprained ankle in the waning minutes of
the first half.
LiftedASU
Malone's performance also lifted the Sun Devils from a devilmay-care attitude to one of "boy,
, we're gonna come back and get
this one."
When the 'Devils walked into
the locker room for their brief
rest, they were met by a blistering speech from coach Frank
Kush.
Came Out Ready
Malone said the halftime lecture hit them so hard that they
came out ready to play.
:Besides Malone's individual
performance, ASU picked up 528
yards in total offense, and 19 first
downs. ·
Their eight-touchdown (56
points) second-half outburst has
to be their biggest 30-minute effort in years and Malone played
a big part in it.

.At all bookstores

~Harper eiJ Row
1817

RENT A

design

for theFiJ$11

Diana Hankins, . an attractive
22-year-old Spanish major !r?m
Ponca City, Okla., began playmg
tennis when she was 14, but was
sidelined with a spinal injury.
Doctors diagnosed her injury as
one belonging to· elderly misfits,
and forced her to give up a promising tennis career. She now enjoys cooking and sewing to pass
the time during her advancing
age.
-0--

PIMASHEEN SKUFFER ••• here'sajs.cket
that COllta little to maintain because it's auto•
znatic walfh 'n' wear. Machine or drip dry needs
no ironinA,. .Alwaya staya neat and crisp.
Lakeland's fabulous Pims.sl}.een* does the trick,
flreatbeawhencky-ses.lswhenwet. AA,reatbuyat

Bob Lowder, a senior anthro"
pology major at UNM, holds
what seems .an intramural hunting record. When the season opened Oct. 26, it took Lowder only
on~ hour to bring down a goodsized buck with two shots from a
30-30 rifile. If a sudden attack of
spicy camp cooking hadn't overcome him, he may have been able
to stalk another buck for another
record and gain a probable arrest.

UNM's Mike Perry holds the
school record for the shortest au~o
racing career by a student. H!s
auto racing career lasted only siX
laps of a 10-lap race before he
rammed his car into the wall and
split his face open. His time on
tbe track: about six minutes.

J4)i

fa1t~r$on--Jllilltr t!J.
Finer Men's Wear

3124 CENTRAL AVENUE S.E.

STUMPED?

If you have a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career • • •
consult

Tux FRoM .

COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE

MISTER TUX
2 Locations To

Serve You

Ask The ·Sports Guys
By BOB LOWDER and JOHN MOSER, Sports Writers
Ask the Sports Guys is a new Lobo feature designed to
serve UNM students by providing answers to all the pressing sports questions of the day.
The Sports Guys are Bob Lowder (above, left) and John
Moser; self appointed purveyors of unlimited sports knowledge.
Dear Sports Guys: Every night when I go to bed, I think
about the Lobos gettting beat by 40 points, and I can't get
any sleep. This is driving me crazy. What can I do?
SLEEPLESS
Dear Sleepless: First, have six beers followed by two
bottles of Ripple wine and a quart of Ron Rico rum, and top
it off with a stinger and a doughnut. If you can still think
about Lobo football, you're a better man than me.
Dear Sports Guys: Why are Cross-Country boys called
Harriers? They're not any hairier than some of the other
groovy athletes I know.
SWEET SOPHOMORE
Dear Sweet: You're absolutely right. That's a stupid
name.
Dear Sports Guys: I heard a rumor that football will be
deemphasized at UNM next fall. Is there any truth in this
rumor?
FELIX FOSSADEETEZ
Dear Felix: Not really. The UNM regents have decided to
let it expire on its own accord.
Dear Sports Guys: Why do most footballs have two
stripes?
CURIOUS
Dear Curious: To hold up their pants.
Dear Sports Guys: Why does the quarterback put his
hands between the center's legs to get the football? Wouldn't
it be much easier just to turn around and hand him the ball?
W.ANTS TO KNOW
Dear Wants: You'll have to ask the quarterback's draft
board about that one.
Dear Sports Guys: What is a safety blitz?
ALICE BLUEGOWN
Dear Alice: A small Jewish pastery with a seat belt and a
crash helmet.

(Near the Triangle)

124 Washington SE
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Maken of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Presentation and Discussion
By Maurice P. Johnston and
James Q. Barnett
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200 pounds, but has since increased his tonnage to 230.
The 21-year-old elementary education major played in California's annual North-South Shrine
game, and was an All-Northern
California and Diablo Valley
League pick at Antioch High.
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Come in and select your Christmas
Cards from our outstanding albums.
Personal attention given every order.
Our stare offers the largest scleaicn
of Hallmark Cords in this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
3501 Lomas NE

255-4989
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English J!eathet'~,
For men who want \o Qe where the

action is. Very sehussy, Very mas· 1
. cull.ne. ALL"?URPOS!:: LOTION.
· $2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the com- ;
plate array of ENGLISH LEfi'THE;R
men's toiletries.
··

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
f"action cmd Nonfidion
Paperbacks

298-1828
Childrens' Boob
Bargains

Half-p••ice to
collegt!. ..;tudt!nts and
faculty:

tire llt!.lt'spape•· tl1at
llf!ll~spapv•·

peoplt!

f•f!tld • • •
At last count, we had more than 3,800 newspaper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
over the world.
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
world news - the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers
most significant and reports it, interprets it,
analyzes it-· in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can .
If this is the kind of paper you would like to
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $26.00 a year.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspapermen themselves read the Monitor - and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

The Christian Reflects
The Problem of Poverty
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The Baltimore Colts beat the
New York Giants in the National
Football League championship
football games in 1958 and 1959.
The Colts won the 1958 thriller by
a 23-17 score which went into
overtime. The next year Baltimore took a 31-16 win.
-0-UNM's highest scoring output
in recent years came in 1960 when
they opened their season with a
lopsided 77-6 win over the University of Mexico. The game also
marked the official dedication of
30,000 seat University stadium.
-0-UNM's Grant Harvey saw his
budding ice hockey career come to
an abrupt halt when he was picked up for jaywalking across the
new gym floor with his razorsharp ice skates. Harvey, a puckster from way back, said: "There
will be no more body checking for
me.11

Any and all questions for The Sports Guys can be submitted to the sports desk in the Lobo office located in the
Journalism building.
All questions become the property of The Sports Guys and
cannot be returned unless you include return postage or a
generous bribe.
One of UNM's biggest wins on
the football gridiron came in
1959 when the Lobos scored an
exciting 28-27 upset win over the
Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs.

the firat team defense squad,"
Kush added.
By midseason Pritchard had accumulated 60 tackles in the first
five games--35 unassisted and 25
assisted. He calls all the defensive signals and has played the
entire game on defense against
UTEP, Wyoming, Oregon State,
and New Mexico.
He's had one pass interception
which was returned 37 yards to
set up the Sun Devils' go-ahead
touchdown in the Washington
State victory. He leads a rushing
defense that ranks tenth in the
nation and has held three of the
first five opponents to totals of
51 yards, minus 37, and 31 yards
net.
Helped Lobo Downfall
In ASU's 63-28 win over the
Lobos, the Antioch, Calif. native
had eight assisted and 13 unassisted tackles. He was instrumental in the Sun Devils' secondhalf comeback which saw them
hold UNM to 72 yards total,
while the offense piled up 66
points.
When he came to the Temp'e
campus as a fullback he wei!rhed

. A PJlUI>C(.I OJ /\11M (011.\PANY, INc,:·NORliiVAU, N,J, 07~7 ·•
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Phone 265·8288

2109 San Mateo N .E.

By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
Arizona State University's foot. ball team has had its share of
triumphs on the gridiron this
year, .but the Sun Devils owe
much of their defensive success
to All-America line-backer Ron
Pritchard.
Ron is a 6-1, 226-pound senior
All-American candidate and twice
All-Western Athletic Conference
first team pick as right linebacker
and defensive signal caller.
Playboy Likes Him
An All-American nominee, who
has already been named to Play.
boy M a g a z i n e ' s All-American
picks, he received honorable mention All-WAC honors his junior
year. He also has been named a
two-time first team All-WAC
choice.
Head coach Frank Kush who
has directed many great ASU
g r e at s to professional status
judges Ron as one of the country's
top gridders.
"He's the finest linebacker I've
ever been associated with and he
rates as one of the best on-field
leaders ever at ASU with his actions alone," he said.
Has 'Sixth Sense'
"Ron has a 'sixth sense' of
knowing the whereabouts of the
ball then has the tremendous
physical ability to wade through
blockers to make the tackle," he
added.
Ron's leadership has set an example for his fellow athletes with
his desire and aggressiveness.
"This type of play contributes
to the mental toughness of the
squad and he's proven it to his
fellow athletes in the WAC conference who twice selected him to

Dear Sports Guys: What is it called when a tight end goes
down and out?
REXKARZ
Dear Rex: Another post game celebration at Okie Joe's.

Margherita M. Henning Ph.O.
. Office Hours by Appointment

3003 Central N.E.
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Sun Devils' Ron Pritchard Is
All-American Defensive Star

:By JOHN MOSER
Writer
Sports
Dominic Rea and Bob Russo
combined their efforts to lead
Mother Carey's Chickens to the
Independent League intramural
football championship, with a 20-7
win over previously unbeaten Law
School.
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Wednesday Oct. 30
7:30 P.M.
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By Falling Angels

Tell Us What You Think !

Skydiving Instructions Given
Mike Shyne vice president of
the Falling Angels the UNM
Sport Parachute CI~b, describes
getting out of a plane for a free
fall as "like getting out of prison
... movement is completely effortless. There's no ha!lsle with anything.
Although free-falling itself
may not be much hassle, getting
there is not quite as easy. Mem·
bership costs $3!>, which includes
ground school, insurance, use of
club equipment, and the first
static-line jump.
Static-line Jumps
Static-line jumps involve the
use of a nylon string attached
at one end to the plane and at the
other to the jumper. Five of these
are required to graduate to freefalls.
Costs after the initial fee are
$5 for a static-line fall and $3 for
a free-fall.
Another obstacle to the potential jumper is the age requirement: jumpers must be at least
16, and, if under 21, have notarized parental permission.
According to Shyne, though, it's
all worth it. He speaks of skydiving affectionately, at times
poetically.
"You feel so completely relaxed

r-.
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and free up there • . . . once I
almost fell al)leep. It's like there
are a million little tiny wi;res
attached to the sky suspendrng
you.
Whistling Parachute
"You hear the whistle of the
parachute and see the parachute
breathe in and out. It'll well . • •
true ecstasy."
Shyne's enthusiasm is shared
by the other 30 members who
spend their Sundays at the Rio
Grande Estates in Belen.
The club boasts two winners in
national competition. Tl'easurer
Tom Wintr.ich tied for first place
in individual accuracy at the Nationa! c 0 11 e g i a t e Pa1•achute
Championships, and Jeff Russell
viaced as overall champion in the
same competition.
Once a jumper has accumulated
a certain number of jumps he
may work toward one of the four
jumping licenses offered by the
United States Parachuting Association. A "D" license, the highest qualification, reqUil'eS at least
200 jumps, including one water
jump and one night jump.
Exhibition Work
With experience can come exhibition work, more exciting vis-

-.' ; - ,
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ually than free-falling. Stunts of
this kind include passing an egg
from one P.erson to an~the~· in
free-bll . wtthout b~·eakmg the
egg, falling thro~gh a bat~n, or
formmg a star wtth ?ther. JUmp.
ers. The stunts sometimes mvolve
the use of r~d smoke bombs at·
tached to thetr boots.
. .
These stunts, and sk~d1vmg as
a whole, al'e not excessrvely dan~
gerous, says Shyne.

FOR RENT
APT. FOR RENT-$76 plus utilities. Good

condition. Living rm, Kit~hen. 1 bedrrn
!\Pd bath. 242-9068, 243-6107, 298-0113
or see at 131 Harvard BE Apt. 8, mornin.w.J.
FOR SALE
1954 PONTIAC HEARSE, 65,000 mlles.
New Motor. wheeL':!, bu~ket seats, tach~,
shifter, recent paint job, radio, comPlete
records kent on all eXJ;JensO'l. $1200 lnve>ted sell for $660 cash or trade. 115 ll
Harvard SE.
68 RENAULT R·lO, 17,925 a•tunl miles,
AM-FM-SW radio, like new condition, 3035 miles per cnllon, excellent tires. Have
company car, muat sell. Call 314-1261.
1958 AUSTIN REALY. Best offer over
$375. Needs minor body work. Ed Reddig Enco Station across ftom Bntann
HoqpitaL
1966 SUZUKI TRAIL. ~225. Phone 256·
1997 alter 6 p,m,
500cc INDIAN Single 1968. 500cc AJS
Single 1966. Best ofl'er-115 D Harvrurd
SE before 4 p.m.
LlKE NEW Concord 700 Stereo Tape R ...
corder. Beautiful wood cabinet & spea,k·
ers. $150. Call 277·2377.
SERVICES
WILL DO TYPING at mY hollle. Call 8980683.
HELP WANTED
LARGE FIRM ean use 2 male undergraduates in advertising & sales d~partrnent.
$2,66 per hr. nvernge. Car required. 2994366, 2 to 4 p.m. only.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Portable tape recorder and
tapes, ro,. clnss lectures. Cheap ($) but
sturdy. Cnll 268-2139 evenings or come
by LOBO office. J, MilogJav,
RUSH AVIATION CENTER, lnstrulilentComlilercial-Private
Ground
School
classes. CnD 256-3756 or 298-1978.
"HARRY, NOON AND NIGHT is a shock•
fng p-laY. f:Ven for :me. and rm not
ensily

i
l'

A $200.00 Diamond Ring
Vol. 72

Thursday, November 7, 1968
0

shocked~

A free diamond ring will be given away by Beauchamp and
Company Jewelers December 6, for the best fetter written about
our advertising campaign in the New Mexico LOBO.

The diamond ring, appraised value $200.00, will be given for
the most objective and constructive letter either chalfenging or
supporting our advertising campaign. The letters will be judged
by people in the university and business community.

We have been satisfied with the campaign and response at the
store makes us feel that it has been successful. But we are concerned about recent criticism from people allegedly affiliated
with the ca-npus. This contest is an invitation for all students,
faculty and staff membrs of the University of New Mexico and
their families {the LOBO readers) to give us their opinions.

Contest rules will be published in next Monday's LOBO. Included
in our advertisement on Monday will be a review of eight of our
past ads to aid you in the composition of your letter. Please
watch for next Monday's ad. Additional copies of it will be available at the LOBO office and at our store.

But T*vc f«:1lt a growing

6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.
(Across Menaul From Coronado)
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Falling Angel's President Mike
Shyne describes getting out of
the plane fol' a parachute jump as
getting out of prison. There are
30 members in UNM's skydiving
club.

Falling Angel
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"Where the Action Is"
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NUMBER ONE RHYTHM & BLUES
CLUB WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI

* ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY *
Did U know that U CAN CUM 2 LE0 1 S
LA ROC, and listen to the Romantic,
Enchanting, Invigorating music of the
LOUIEWICKHAM TRIO -every evening
from 5 p.m. to8 p.rn., at the AfternC)Qn
Club • • • • • & U know what? Your
Regular Bar Drink is only 25~ for Ladies.
And • • • • 65-oz. Pitcher of Beer-97¢.
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Lou Mol'gan, middle, takes
statements f~orn tlVo students
concel'ning the l'ecent "watch-in!'

Witnesses Provide Statements

By GRANT HARVEY
News Editor
Attorney Dan McKinnon and four
students from the UNM Law School
collected 15 statements yesterday
from students and faculty that were

AWS Amends

\

•

Written Statements

By JOY HART
Staff Writer
A draft counselor should be available on the UNM campus by early
December, said Senator Terry Calvani, chairman of the Draft Counseling Committee, in a report to Student Senate last night.
Student Senate held its weekly
meeting last night but could take no

NROTC 'Watch-In' Information
As an expression of our sincerity and to encourage as wide a response as possible we are offering the free diamond. It is a full
quarter carat diamond and will be mounted in a man's or lady's
solitaire ring.

A young lass named Mary from Gary
Had looks that were quite ordinary
But boyfriends galore
Beat a path to her door
Cause out of Schlitz-never was f'-.1ary.

268-4480

"~

U Draft COun or
Should Be Available
Early in December

Want Ads

sense of commitment to ita truth,
strength, originality and eraftsmanshlp
a,nd 1 look forward ta understanding
what Its al labout by opening nlght."Crnwford Ma,cCnllum, Old Town Studio.
Box Office 242-4602. Performanceil November 1·8, 7·10 at 8:00.
PERSONALS
STUTTERING MORE & enjoying it less?
Contact the Univernlty St>eech and
Hearing CenU,r. 277-2948.
ELIZABETH CHAPMAN'S has Immodest
clothes at modest prices.

I

We Are Offering Free

NEW
EXICO

Hours Proposal
The Associated Women Students
(AWS) Executive Council yesterday

submitted an amendment to the
A WC Council calling for hours for
first and second semester freshmen
women.
The original AWS hours proposal
called for the elimination of hours
for all hut first semester freshmen.
Before taking action, the A WS
Council voted to take the amend~
ment to all campus women's organizations represented on the CounciL
If the proposal passes, freshmen
women will have hours of midnight
-Sunday through Thursday-and
2 a.m. on Friday and Saturday. The
proposal remained the same in that
hours for sophomores, juniors, seniors, and women students over 21
would be eliminated.
The AWS Ex:ecutive Council defines a freshman woman as a "new
entrant into college who has not resided in University housing for two
semesters."
Terri Johnson, A WS Council secretary, said one of tha reasons for
the amendment was that it was believed to be in the best interest of
the freshmen women and UNM.
Miss Johnson also said that it is
easier to extend hours after a trial
period than to rett•act the hours as
stated in the original proposal.
If the A WS Council amends the
proposal, it must go back to the Executive Council fm• approval. Both
the AWS Council and the Executive
Council must approve the proposal.
The proposal must thett be approved
by Dean of Women, Helen Whiteside.
Miss Johnson said that if the proposal were passed, there would be a
trial period of one year.

present at the Oct. 22 Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps (NROTC)
"watch-in" at Zimmerman field.
McKinnon said the statements
could be submitted to Student Standards in proceedings against three
UN.M students, Allen Cooper, Manuel
Wright, and Larry Russell by the
UNM administration.
Four Law Students
The four Jaw students, Tom Popejoy Jr., Lou Marjon, Jack Campbell,
and Richard Simms took statements
about "everything that happened on
the field" the day of the watch-in so
that McKinnon could get as many
of the facts as possible in defense of
the students involved.
McKinnon said that there had
been so many versions of the action
on Zimmerman field two weeks ago
that he had to ask for signed statements in order to "clear away exaggerated statements."
Prior to the revocation of the suspensions, supporters of the three
students circulated two types of sup-

port statements for students and
faculty members to sign,
Involved in Watch-In
A ''complicity" statement was
signed by those who were involved
in the dmonstration and felt that
they were as guilty as the three who
they :felt were "arbitrarily picked
out a.nd punished.''

The other· petition was described
as a "support" statement and was
signed by people who were not involved directly in the watch-in but
believed that the administration had
acted unjustly in suspending the students "without due process."
Last Thursday, Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender
t·eferred the three reinstated students to Student Standards with a
recommendation that they be suspended.'
The reinstatement came after severe criticism from several campus
factions including a UNM ad hoc
faculty committee that passed a
rsolution requesting the revocation
of the suspensions.

In Presidential Race

Predictions 1-Jold True
NEW YORK (UPI)-The major
pollsters were correct in their preelection warnings that the presidential race was too close to call with
certainty.
The election of Richard M. Nixon
over Hubert H. Humphrey and
George C. Wallace was a neck-andneck contest in the popular vote. Lat.
est figures indicate that Nixon got
43 percent of the popular vote, Humphrey 43 per cent and Wallace 13.
The final Gallup Poll issued Monday
gave Nixon 43 percent, Humphrey
42, Wallace 15, and 4 percent undecided-the most accurate presidential projection in the poll's 333year history. The Gallup poll final
reports have been accurate within
1.5 percentage points on the average
since 1952 but had never before been
this close1 Gallup said.
The final Harris poll, issued Mon~

day night, gave Humphrey 43 percent, Nix:on 40, and Wallace 13, with
4 percent undecided.
Sindlinger Reports Change
The poll conducted by the Sind~
linger Daily Survey gave Humphrey 40.2 percent, Nixon 37.1 and
Wallace 11.6. "Undecideds" and "refused to states" totalled 11.1 percent.
Sindlinger was the first to report
firmly an upswing in Humphrey's
popularity with voters.
Albert E. Sindlinger, head of the
organization, said an analysis of
8,177 interviews between Oct. 13 and
Oct. 31, the eve of the Viet Nam
bomb halt announcement and from
Nov. 1 to 4, the eve of the election,
indicated that Nixon would get 25.9
million votes, Humphrey 27 million,
Wallace 9.8 million, and other candidates 828,000.

voting action because of the lack of
a quorum.
Absent senators were Mike Cole,
Mike Courtney, George Hiller, Anne
Knight, and Lee Pittard. Courtney
had to take an exam during the
meeting, Ron Curry, ASUNM vicepresident, said.
Although the group could not vote
on any proposals, committee reports
and announcements were made,
Wi11 Contact UNM Law School '
Calvani said that the Draft Counseling Committee plans to contact
the dean of the UNM law school "to
find out the legal repercussions the
Univ~rsity could face" if a student
was given the wrong advice by the
counselor.
Applications will be taken for the
position soon, Calvani said. He has
no idea who the counselor will be at
this point.
The committee is now involved in
findin:g- out "ns =<.u::b as possibl-e"

about draft counseling. The University of Houston and the National
Student Association have been con:
tacted for information.
The University of Houston now
has an operative draft counselor.
The Draft Counseling committee is
contacting the Society of Friends,
the Resistance, and the Albuquerque
Bar Association for further infor~
mation.
Constitutional Amendment
Bills on the agenda which could
not be acted on because of the lack
of quorum included a constitutional
amendment, a bill establishing an ad
hoc committee on parking, and a
resolution concerning the parkin~
problem.
Curry said that the two bills concerning the parking situation could
not have been acted o:n even if there
had been a quorum. Lee Pittard, author of the bills, has not presented a
wTitten copy of them to the steering
committee, Curry said.
A new bill allocating $173,560 to
the Albuquerque Police Department
could :not be referred to the Steering
Committee because of the lack of
quorum.
Thirteen Senators Present
Thirteen senators were present at
the meeting, Since three..forths ·QJ
the Senate membership of 18 must
be present to conduct a meeting,
one more. senator would have been
enough to reach the quorum of 14
needed.
Curry asked those present at the
meeting to take special note of these
senators who were absent. When
asked if he could declare a quorum,
Curry replied that he preferred to
because he felt that it was "the senators responsibility to themselves
and to their school., to be present at
the meetings.
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